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In this paper arguments are given for : he thesis xhal an adequate theory 01. meaning for
natural

a

language

has to consist 3t least of a recursive specification of the truth conditions
of a recursive specification of the correctness conditions (pragmatics) of the
sentences of that language.
The thesis is defended on both theoretical and empirical grounds. The empirilcal grounds are
that such a theory of meaning makes it possible to explain a wide range of phenomena concerning the meaning of various kinds of linguistic expressions and constructions which cannot be
expiainet in either syntactic or semantic terms.
The Cleoretical grounds <Ire that a theory of meaning which consists of both a sema.ntics and
a prdgmatics seems a promi:iing way to unify insights from two main streams of contemporary
philosophy of language: logi(:al semantics and speech act theoly.
Furthermore, some notions and principles of a formal pr :yrlatic theory alz discussed.

iln this paper we will present some arguments for the thesis that at1 acieqfdate
iileolyv of metsnirtg for a nattwal language has to consist oj‘at least a semanfics and a
tie arguments which we will present are partly empirical and partly of
tical nature. The empirical arguments ;i~i 11.at sue I a theory of meaning cart explain a uide range of phenomena concel:iiI ‘g ;rariou:; kinds of linguistic
expressions and constructions which neither can nor sh4d be accounted for in
&her semantic or syntactic terms.
The more theoretical arguments for adopting the thesis ale that a theory of
meanin which consists of both a semantics and a pragmatic:; seems a promising
way to unify insights from two main streams in crmtemporary philosophy of
language: logical se ntics and speech act theory.
Besides presenti
these arguments, we will discuss informally some notions and
principles i>f 2 formal ~r~~~~atic thecry.

XZili.irkS
abolmt the terms figldYiii% in tile thesis j\<Sl
t US be&n by makin?. swx
~ormu6~ted. To stare with the most difficult term, what do we uncierstand bq a

* I%e prepaxbtion of this paper was Fart of the research project ‘Petformatives and pragmatics’,
supported bp the Netherlands Ol~girnization for the Advancement of Pure Research 6Z.W.C .).
We thank Renate Bartsoh and, APiw ter Meulen for their comments.
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theory of meaning ? A rether rough characterization might be: ‘a theory of meaning;
is a theory which describes and explains those phenomena concerning expressions
,nd Gonstructions of a language that according to the intuitions of the users of that
ianguage are related to the meaning of those expressions and constructions’.
This means that what constitutes a theory of meaning depends on intuitions about
meanings. These intuitians are to be taken as pretheoretical and fundamental in this
sense that they comtitute the empirical basis of the theory. To put it differently, a
theory of meaning is a theory concerning those linguistic intuitions that are considered to be about alleaning.
Of course this ckjes not imply that the basis of the theory is subjective and
arbitrary. Which intuitions of a given language community concern meaning and
which do not is objirctively given, ahthough there may be some cases in which it is
hard to draw a sharp line UIIu
p-J some cases in which the specific form of the theory
infl*u~[icesthe data to a certain extent. The fact remains that the boundaries withur
which these variations are allowed are objectively given and that a theory which
leaves out or adds too much will no longer be considered to be a theory of meaning.
The characterizatkjn of a theory of meaning just given does not sqy much about
its content and nothing about its form. The thesis we are arguing for is a little bit
more specific. It states that a theory of meaning has to consist of at least a semantic
theory and n pragmatic theory. We will now give a general characterization of
semantics and pragmatics. Later, in section 4, we will be more specific about form
and content of the pragmatic theory.
It will be clear that, contrary to what seems to be usual, in our terminology the
tcrrtri ‘theory of meaning’ and ‘:;em;Yntics’are not synonymous. In our view semantics 1Dnstitutes just a part of a tlreory of meaning. It is that part that deals with the
relation between language and :eality. It should be noted that this conception of
semantics does not imply that semantic analysis reveals anything about reality as
such, it will only reveal reality as it is seen through the eyes of language, so to speak.
And these are, in general, two quite different things. Semantic analysis does not
even necessarily reveal the way in which human beings at present conceptualize
reality. It only reveals those elements of conceptualizations, present and past,
which are in some way reflected in the ways in which language is organized. This
latter fact in particular, explains why sometimes linguistic analysis and philosphical afralysis diverge.
Bl: this as it may, in cur terminology semantics, as a part of a theory of meaning,
vdl he a theory of truth, i.e. a theory which gives a recursive specification of the
truth conditions of the sentences of a given language on the basis of the contribution
of the parts of these sentences to these conditions. Based upon such a definition of
truth, semantics defines a relation of logical consequence, and in this way part of the
intuitions concerning the meaning of sentences, namely those which concern the conditions under which a sentence A is true and those which concern whether or not a
sentence A implies a sentence B, are accounted for. The intuitions concerning the
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of words or classes of words are partly accounted for by means of the
specification the semantic theory gives of the contribution these words or classes of
worcis make to the truth conditions of sentences in which they occur.
This is, of course, a rather rough characterization which is compatible with different approaches, such as Davidson’s extensional semantics (Daividson 1969) and
Montague’s intensional semantics (Montague 1974). However, it sufficies to make
clear thr: role that semantics as a theory of truth plays in a theory of meaning.
The term ‘pragmatics’ has been used and is used to denote a variety of things,
including the waste-paper basket, indexical semantics, sociolinguistics, speech act
theory, semantic performance and what not. Our use of the term liI.ks it with the
study of 2 certain range of phenomena, which concerns certain aspel::\s of meaning,.
Quite general1y, pragmatics could be characterized as a theory which deals with
conditions for the correct use of expressions and constr:rctions of a given language.
Where semantics is a theory of truth, pragmatics is ;i theory of correctness, Such a
theory gives a recursive specification of the correctness conditions of the sentences
of a given language on the basiF of the com:ribution of the parts of these sentences
to these conditions. So, a pragmatic theory gives a recursive definition ;)f the notion
of correctness in much the same way as a stimantic thecryy gives a recursive definition of the notion of truth.
This characterization of pragmatics still covers a larger area thaE we want to
study at this moment. Whether or not it is proper to use a certain expression in a
situation with1 2 certain social s:ructure would have to be dealt with in pragmatics”
according to this general characterization. Air-bough we do not want to exclude a
#CPZ that such aspects could sometimes belong to the realm of meaning, YX would,
for the moment, like to restrict ourselves to thoce ~3~I ectness conditions which
concern tile inforrnafion lanF!zgc users hax This girt of pragrratics we call
‘epistemic i;i dgmafics’. And the correl=tnes:: condi[kons in question we c 411
‘epistemic correctness conditions’. In what fol’:taws,we will use the shorter expressions ‘pragmatics’ and ‘correctness conditions intending them to be understood in
this restricted sense.
Thus restricted, pragmatics is a theory which gives a recursive spec:fication of
the coJition3 under which the use of sentences is correct relative to the information the ldnguage users have.
This restriction is 1t:ss stringent than it may seem at first sight, for the information of language users is information about quite a lot of things. In general, the
ini’ormation we are concerned with is information abt,,b.rtreality. But information
abz>ut certain aspects of reality plays a special role. For e:<amplr:, information about
inf L7rmation of other lr?nguage users, in particular the ht:Lre:, must be singled out in
orc:er to be able to formulate con;Wions on informativeness. Also very important is
tht information one l-Lasabout one?; OWYImental states. In terms of this latter
ini.,rnaation, we can formulate correctness conditions which are u:sually formulated
in terms of intentions , ~r&‘erenct!s, etc. Due to the &t that one has optimal
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information about one’s own conscious mental states, we can e.g. formulate a condition requiring a language user to intend to do something as a condition requiring
him to have the information that he intends to dJ sonlethin . To someone whr,
might object that believing that one intends to do something does not imp& that
one intends to do something -- an abjection we find very il~~~~a~sib~e
- we ground
like to point out that if this were true, it would be even more i~~porta~t to
formulate the cx~ditions concerning the correct use af !Irnguage in terms of what
one believes that one intends, and not in terms of what one intends. For it is the
information language users have about reality, and not reality itself, which determines the (in)correctness of u: terances.
Using a notion of information, such as this, we can formulate in a uniform way
correctness conditions which are superficially quite different. For the specific task
of‘ pragmatics. to give I recursive specification of correctness conditions, a for~~~~~
representation uf the information of language users is iIldisper~sabie. We will return
to this later.
that
res;iiciiiig
pfagr,a;ics
iQ episietiiic
It ch,\l,l~
be i;otert,
by
:h~
~a~,
JIIUUIU
pragmatlcs does not imply a restriction to the so-called informative use of language.
For other uses of language as well, correctness conditions concerning the information of‘ language users are relevant.
Given this characterization of semantics and pragmatics, we can reformulate the
thesis as follows: Q/Indeqrrate theory of meaning for a natural latrgiugehas to cmsist of at least both tarecursive characterizatiort of the notim of truth and a recursive characterixticw of the rtoborr of correc’t:ress fbr that lm,gz.ruge.The fat f that
we leave open the possibility that something besides semantics and pragmatics
might be a component of a theory 0;’ tneaning expresses our doubts as to whether
or not the restriction of pragmatics to epistemic pragmatics excludes certain aspects
of meaning, such as those concerning politeness and the like. Lnother words, what
‘tie are arguing for is that semantics dnd pragmatics are necessary components of a
thc:ory of meaning. We leave open the question whether they are the only compouetlts of such a theory. What we leave unargued for is our conviction tnat semantks
2s ;1 theory of truth ;s an indisvensablu component of a theory of meaning. Argomtlnts for this position can be found in many places, for example in the works ot
Davidson ( 1969) ar~I h! !,ltague ( 1994). We will argue for iucorpurating a pra
as 3 them q of correct [less into a t hemy of rueminE;.

The t ~eory of specih acts evolves from the insight that the rise:of 1aIl~~~a~e
can
have mai\y different t‘amctions, that it can serve many different purposes.
is an ins\ rument which can be used to perform different speech acts. As such, this
fact is n rt sufficient to uphold that the study of speech acts must be part of ti
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John Searle, in his ~~~flu~nt~a~
work on speech acts, ha; expressed a similar view
(see Sea& 1969: ltjff.). He too is of the opinion that it if; a function of the mean-
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ing of a sentence which speech act or speech acts can be performed by using that
..,e meaning of a sentence
sentence. To put it differently: the specification of +h
involves a specification of the speech act or speech acts that can be performed by
using it. However, Searle feels that a theory of speech acts :s equivalent with a~
theory of meaning. His main argument in favor of this position is th;lt it is possible.,
assu;ning his so-called ‘principle of expressibility’, to find for every possible speech
act a “entence, the meaning of which is such that uttering that sentence is perform*
ing that act. However, even if we assume this to be true, it is still obvious that the
study of speech acts is not equivalent with the study of meaning. This e~quivalence
would hold only if it were also true that the meaning of every sentence: was such
that uttering the sentence always was the performance of one and the s;1nte particular act. But that this last condition is not met is obvious.
Most probably, the reason that Searle thinks the equivalence between speech act
theory and ttleory of mdning holds, is a confusion of on the one hand, the meaning
of 2 sentence, and on the other what a speaker means by a sentence. ft could very
weli be thar the latter is always connected with a unique speech act, but that does
not imply that the same holds for the former. This is one reason why speech act
:hertry and theory c/f‘meaning are not the same. There is another rea:ion as well.
Sctirle’s revision of the Gricl -m rTution of meaning, which plays a central role in his
analysis (see Sear!e !?69: 16ff.) is such that it in fact m-esllppcses
an iiidependent
1
sperifii:atjcn s=f :hz iiitzarling of a sentence. For example, in his analysis of the
circllntstances under which one makes a promise by uttering a sentence A, it is
required that the meaning of that sentence is conventionally associated with the
fact that it can be used to m:tke a promise (see Searle 1969: 6Off.). However, this
implies that taking the analysis of tltesc circumstances as a specification of the
rtlca:lIng of the sentence A would make his account of meaning circular. ’ So, for
this reason too, the study of speech acts and the study of meaning cannot be one
rind the same.
The conclusion of this discussion is t hirt speech act theory is not equivalent with
a theory of meaning, but accounts for certain phenomena which must be acco”nted
fur in a theory of meaning zs well. In a pragmatic theory this could be done as
described in Groenendijk and Rokhof (197til). The main points of tlte analysis given
there can be surtu~~ized as follows. Certair sets of correctness conditions are associated with certain illocutionar‘y acts. This s possible because an illocutiu~l:try act
can bc identified by me;3;1sof 21set of corrc ctncss conditions, iGz.those conditions
*bvhichdetermine the cLcumstanct:s under ~~hich that act is pet formed correctly.
Pragmatic interpretations are defined in such a way that explicit performative
senler.ces are I 11every occasion of use ass~~i;~tedwith one ~nndthe same set of correctness condi tlons. Nc)nl-perfor111;1ti‘,‘C
sc‘~~t~ncesare on an occasion of use asso1 it ;rl~Po
implies that Searle’sspeech dacttheory is restricted lo e?iplicitpert’ormativesentences,
which u.- connLtctc$.vith the performance of one pa@z!a: i!!c;cuilontiryact.

ciated with a set of correctness conditions which is chosen from a certain class of
such sets These classes of sets of correctness conditions are associated with the vakws sy~t~ctiG modes of sentencm. ‘In this way we account for the fact that explicit
~rfo~ative
sentences and syntactic modes are conventional reflect:u&ls of certain
use. The c~r~~tness earn itions in the varmus Lets ?artiaUy
overlap with Searlean ~ond~~ons, with the difference that in the pragmaiics they
are f~r~~~~~ted as conditions on the ir~for~~~ationof language users. Tre principle
that one has always optional infor~~ation about one’s own mental sta:es plays an
important role in this.
ft s~~o~~~d
be n~t~~i that the fulftiment of the correctness conditions does not
imply that the c~rresp~~~di~~gact is performed. For this, other condititms must be
licit perfor~~~tive senttonces this condition is simply that they
is is often called their ‘self-verifying’ character. Thk property,
an ~~s~~~tof their me.ming, can be formulated in !h:: semantics.
With the aid ot‘ these means, in particular with t!Ie 3id c.4correctness conditions, a
concerning the meaning ~>f Ferformative
number of intcresti~~g ~~e~~~~~~e~~a
sentences can be explained. SWF e exampies will be discussed below.
is ;;zti;‘llt I rheory, besides speech act theory, which part& deds -with certain aspects of meaning which can not be accounted for in the st;rnantic s, and therefore have to i: ~counted for in the pragmatics. This is H.P. Grice’s t:leory of conventional and conversational implicatures (see Grice 1976). This theory start; out
with the observation that there are many arguments the validity ~fv:hicil cannot be
accounted for ii1 tcrrns Of inoir
.,.,a!
cmstxpence.
These arguments are not arbitrary or
idiosyncratic but belong to the systematic knowledge of every Lompetent l;ar!gt:n~;c
user. They are based either on cer,:ain convers;;tional principles. the so-called conversational in~pli(~at~~res,
or on t; c use
certain linguisti% c-qressions and constructions, the so-called conventional implicatures. The latt3 _ iji 5s in particular, concerns
the rne;ming of the expressions and construct sons invoiivcd, and thus, should be
dealt with in a theory of meaning. The fact that they arc?not based upon truth conditions implies that these phenomena belong to the realm of pragmatics.
If a speaker S utter3 a COW rerfactud of the
A good exrlrnp “1:are counterfactuals.
form Ifp hid beeri the iwz, h-w q would have beePa the cav, then it is implied that
This is not a logical impliczkr,, .Gllce the countPrS believes that p ,s not the c
factual i: not false if it !~ap IS to be the case that S believes that p is the case.
This ill~~~~c~lt~o~
has to do with a correctness condition for countelfactuals. And as
such, this e:onditlon specifies part of the meaning of a counterfacfual. ’ 11will be
clear that conditions such as these an very well tx fb-n-dated ill terms of mx~tness coradit ions, since thcce con itions m-e condit ens on the int‘orrtiation of
language users.
Thfyp

of

Cortectness conditions can not only be used to express conventional implicatures; they can also be used to account for a number of implicatures whit
&ice‘s terms, are conversational. In Grice’s theory, these are accounted for wit
the aid of the maxims of qu,ality, quantity, relation, and manner. Consider his
maxim of quality. Succinctly put, this maxim amounts to the im
sincere !‘. This maxim is used to explain that if a speaker S utters
sentence A, it ‘follows’ that S believes that A is thr; case. The fact that this kind uf
implica;tion systematically and conventionally is connected with the use of
sentences in the indicative mode is reason enough to say that we are dealin
aspect of the meaning of such sentences. For, as the old saying has it, th
of a sentence- is a function of the meaning of its parts 3 and the way in
are combined. Grice’s maxim ‘Be sincere !‘, thus interpreted as ‘Only sa
tive sentence A if you believe A to be the case!‘, accsunts for these ~s~~~~ic~~tioi~s
in
a reasonable way in case we are dealing with non-compound indicative s~r~ten~es.
However, stating a maxim and leaving it at that is not adequate in this c~~~~ecti~~r~~
more can and should be said, as becomes evident if one considers compound sentences.
ronsider a conjunction. The maxim says nothing more than that a compound
sentence p atzd 4 is to be used only if one believes this compound sentence p and q
to be true. Nothing is said about wh.lt it means to believe such a compound
sentence to be true. This is, to be sure, an inadequacy although in case of a conjunction perhaps not such a striking ~IK, becr-iusc of tlnc fact that there is a direct
analogy between the truth conditions and the ct)rrectn*-ss conditions of a conjunctM. Where a conjunction p md (I is true if’and only it’both conjuncts tire true, it is
correct if and only if both conjuncts are correct. Correct, that is, in the sense of
sincerity. That this is not implied by the maxim ‘Se sincere!* is an inadequacy
which is concealed by the fact that someone who knows the tr\-‘!I conditions of a
conjunction and applies the maxim, could conclude from that that a eonj~r~ction is
correct if and only if both conjuncts are. However, the same line of r~as~~nin~cm
not be applied in case of a disjunction. Here too, the maxim does not say what it
means to utter a disjunction sincerely, but in this case there is not direct a~~l~~~
between correctness conditions and truth conditions. And therefore, it is i~~~~oss~bl~
to derive the correctness conditions of a disjunction from its truth conditions arzd
the maxim ‘Be sincere !‘. The relation between the truth value of u d~sju~lct~~~~
and
th r truth values of its disjuncts differs from the relation between the correctness
value of a disjunction and the correctness values of its disjuncts. The truth of a disjul&on requires the truth of at leust OWIC
of its disjuncts, but the correctness of a
disjunction does certainly not require the correctness of one of its disiuncts. To
utter correctly a disjunction as
(3) John is in London or in Paris
3 This principle is traditionally attributed to Fxege, nnd hence is called Fmge’sprinciple.

to dew in which of these two (cities John actually is. What one
is that Jade must be in e~~h~~one of them. and not somewhere
etween correctitionafs, coumerfacall sentences of a

ber of ~i~~~li~at~~res
which hold on t!le
pie of a correctness condition which
on w~~~c~~
states that a disjunction is
9because

in uttering that disnd one thereby violates the
golds at least for the sta~~dard situation of normsi,
ter we shah say s~n~et~~~ngabout ‘non-standard’ intcrns
uttera~~~es~
r ~h~n~~n~enawith respect to the maxim of quantity which are account:d
for in the ~r~grt~at~~s~~~ncer~~
mainly possibie c(~nciUSionSone can draw about t1.e
i~l~~~rn~atj~r~
the speaker has about the inforrilati4: of‘ tire hearer. For example,
t‘JOJll

tiW

COJJeCt

USC?

Of

ti’R

S~Jltte?SlC~

(4 John visited the Eiffel tower Past week
one can conchrde
John visited the
sense that it dep
~~~~~tureJoev not
sentence

that the speaker believes that the hearer does not yet believe that
iffe~ tower last ~v~ek~That this ~,n~~~~~atu~e
is conventional in this
ds on the ~~eanin of (4) is clear from the fact that the same imho1 in case of the Forrest use of the corresponding interrog;ktive

oh;t visrt the Eiffel bowed last ~v~ek?

Correctness c~nd~t~o~~ssuch as these are not only ~~r~n~~ted with the syntactic
ut &.9 with certain linguistic
ive, Intero
es, i
teh and German) particles exist
es (Pm ~~~~~~~~~in
essi~9
briny lan
which serve as ~~di~~~~on~of a certain o~~r~iona~~o~~tthe beliefs of the hearer on
er expression w~~~~h
has this nd of correctness condipart of the speaker.
4 Frarck 197’3 contains a detaziled study of such particles.

tion is the verb ts knsw t&~t. The difference in use between the sentences I ~~~~~
tljrat p and p can be charactcrizcd in terms of such n condition. I kF1ow ~~2~~
p
requires the speaker to believe that the hearer believes that p is the case, wke
the opposite requirement is made for the correct use of g.
As far as the other two Cricean maxims, those af relation and ma~lner, are concerned, in all cases we know of there is no conver~t~o~lalrelation be
catures based on one of these maxims and any aspect of the meani
or constructions involved.
So much for the more theoretical part of our argumentation. We have indicated
that there are at least two theories, speech act theory and Grice’s theory of co tversation, in which phenomena which clearly c 3ncern meaning, and which titer :fore have to be accounted for in an adequate tht>ory of meanin are studied. Therie
pltenontend cannot be explained in a setltantic theory, and we have ~n~~ica~ec~
that a
pragrttatic theory would be tlte place to deal with them, This indicates how a fheoly
of meaning which consists of both a semantic and a pragmatic tlteory could connec:t
consistently insights from quite dift’crent approaches in tlte philosophy of lanpuagti.
We hope that what we will say in the remainder of this paper will give a little more
substance to these ratlter programmatic remarks. But first let us turn to the entpirical arguments for adopting the thesis we are defending. These arguments concern
specific phenomena which cannot be accounted for in either syntactic or semantic
ternts, and wltich, since they have co do with meaning, must be accounted for in
pragma tics.

3. Empirical arguments
Consider the following sentence:
(7) *The cat is on the IILL, but 1 do l?of bclicve it

(8) The cat is on the mat, but I+tl does ctot believe it
It is evident that somcc’r~tewho does not recognize the unacceptability of (7) does
not know its full nteaning Since thf: unacceptabilitjr of(7) concerns its tlle~ni~
should be accounted for in art adeqrlute theory of 1~;c;tning.It will be clear, th
that svctt an account caltnot be given in the semantscs. Sentence (7) is a conti
statement, it is neither truthval*ltjlcss nor a contrad~ctic~~t.The semantic status of
(7) does not differ fro,m that of (8). So, the umtcceptablility of (7) must be
accounted for in the pragmatics, if a theory of meaning is to consist of a semantics
and a pragmatics.

ct to sentences such as:
w, but it may be raining there now
19~~)~this sienten~e is unacce table, as opposed to

t have been raining there now
, but it may be raining there now

too, it holds that t

~~n~~~~~tab~lityof (9) is not of a semantic nature,
nt, .jusa as (l0) and (I 1) are. And thus, since the
~?~e~ni~~~
of (9). it has to be accounted for in the
r a djs~~ss~~~~~
of these senrences and their pragmatic analysis, see
k end ~tokhof 1975.)
soup of ex~n~ples con z2rns certain sentences contaiiting explicit perfornl~tives, such as:
romise to be there in time, but E do not intend to be there in time
This sentence, too, is unacceptable, but a& not for semantic’ reasons. That it is
not a ~on~ra~~i~~io~~
might require some explanation. The condition that one mu:t
intend to do what one promises to Jo, is a correctness condition which concerns
the sincerity of the utterance. That it is not a truth Londition is evident fr1.m the
fact that one carmot deny to have made ii promist. 10 do Y by pointing out that,
I one has said that one promised to do X, WK did not intend to keep one’s
Even insinee e promises count as promises. The reason for this is nSvious.
I! whether or not a p .ornise is made wo4d depend on such not publicly observable
ntal states as inre Itionc;, then it would in principle be impossible to decide
ether or not a promise is made, and this would render the entire institution of
pron~isin~ socially wortl~J~ss. A similar argnnent can be applied to any condition
req~~irin~the presence of certain mental states on part of the speaker,, showing it to
be a correctness eondrtion rather than a truth condition. So, the unacceptabilit-j of
(I 2) has to be ~~~ount~d for m the pragmatics, An example analogous to (12) is
1 warn you that there is a bull in that field, but I do not believe there is one
( 19%) the explanation of these unacceptabilities is disexa~~~les concerns di~~~un~~t~on.
Consider the following -;entence:
(14) *John is in Lordon or in Paris, but I believe that he is not in London and ji
believe that he is not in Paris.

This sentence is unaccepta%e, as opposed to:
(1.5) John is in London or m Paris, but I believe that he is not in London.
Again, (14) as well as (15) are contingent statements, so tile ~inac~eptabil~ty of
(M), partly an ;Jspect of the meaning of disjunction, has to be accounted for in the
pragmatic complonent of a theory of meaning.
Yet another group of examples concerns sentences in which expressions o~~~~~
which induce a pragnatic presupposition. A sentence A has the pragmatic prestrpposition that p tf anct only if the utterance of A as well as the utterance of nlot-A
implies that the speaker believes that p. An example, of such a sentence IS:
(14) *John knows that it is raining in Chicago, but it isn’t

(17) *I do not krlow that it is rainiq in Chicago
is unacceptable for intuitively the same reasons as (16). shows that this explanation
would be inadequate. For (1 7) is not a cuntmdiction, but 3 contingent sentence.
This pragms;ic diagnosis ol‘ the ~rrlah’~c~t~~t~ility
of ( 16) and (1 ‘7) is further supported by sentences such ;js:
(18) “Jo5n knows that it is ramins ‘II Chicago. but I do not tw
(19) *John d ocs nof know that it is raining in Chicago, and 1 do rmt know whether
it is
Like (17), (18) and (19) are unacceptable, but contingent. Therefore, a uniform
pragmatic account of these unacceE4tabiliPieshas to be given, using the fact that the
expression know that induces also il pragmatic presupposition of the truth of its
coinplemerl t . Besides expressions such as. rbc~w that which induce both semantic ‘IS
well 4s pragmatic presuppositions. ’ theltl are also expressiorls which induce orJ> a
pragnlat ic presupposition. An example O”a sentmce containing: such an expression,
namely regret thcrt, is:
(28) “pIregret thaf Ml resigned, bui he di4ri‘t
s The followirlg generalizatior~ seems to be valicl: t*fery semantic presupposition has a ~r~grn~~t~c
counterpart,
but not vice vf:rsa. For ahis reason some have proposed that the notion 0~‘ a
semantic presupposition
could be dispensed with altogether. See e.g. Kempson 1975 and
Gazdar 1976.

, but it ~~~t~r
turned out that he didn”t
he ~~~e~t~b~~~tyof (21) and its contingency Show
annot be exphined
in semantic terms. The expr~-;matic pre:;upposition it inducrms
itbout reality FS such, but gn
ker about the information of the subject of
mounts to the same thing, stnce ihe subjet*;
;~d the same. In (22) and (3) (taken from

ohn regretted

that Bill resigned

re~~igI~~~~i,
John regretted that Bill resigned

i~ts~)rward

assertions
ahw_!t !!:e

these ~ent~n~e~ are dearly u

‘ynlttj-wiebge
or lack of’ it 0.. the he Lrer,
CCeptable. They are evideniP\ not ccmtratli;tions, so a:~

ex~la~~~ti~~of their unacc
~!~~ilityhas to be given in I he psagmatics. This kind of
un~c~ept~b~~it~ arises fro
confhct between sincerity _~5 e correctness conditions
and correctness ~~nditiol~s which run more or less par lel to what Searle calls
preparatory ~~.~~~iti~ns. These conditions concern the informativeness of the
ut terancc 9 the sharin of presuppositions, etc. I 1 contrast to Searle, who formulates
conditions such as tl
vely, we formuiate them in the pragmatic!%as conditier s t)n the il:forfnaeic
ce frmn this ciliegtrry v/hi& involves a
.\n exa
per ‘~rl~~~t~ve
is:

Youdo not M’slt

me

to leive,

hut

praise

yalr that 1 will

ErI i;eneral, ~~~a~~~~~~a~~i~iti~s
i rt m this cate ory seem to be smew 11
at les!j serious
thar 1 those involvin only sine e ity-type co ectness conditions. It i:s easier to find
an interpretation under which they are acceptable. Fos example, (26) can be
reinterpreted as a threat, lrnd (24) can be reinterpreted as an accusation of dis-
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honesty lit rhe hearer, as an attdclk on his pretending not bwknow, or as a remincler.
Such reir tel-pretations zre facilitated by special intonation patterns. E-Iowever, it
shotlld bt: r,oted that these aciazptable reinterpretations are non-standard: they
deviate from tll;: standard informative use of the sentences in question, and are only
possible ?ecz USE! under the standard interpretation these Gvsntences are ur~acc~I?t~bl~.
All tlte pi.cenomena we have discussed in tltis section concern aspects crf meaning
which ha1.e to be accounted for in the pragmatic part of a theory of meaning, if
such a theory is to consist of a semantics and rl pragmafics. It should be laoted that
we could also have presented tltese phenomena in a different way. Instead of
poin :ing out the un,:ce;3tability of:

ive could Ilaw stated

1hJt.

thll

sentence

me c:an, under the ;Iss~,mption that it iq used correctly. conclude that the speaker

of {?a) be icves that ttlc cat is on the mat. Likewise, we could have pointed out the
fXt 1t;3t 5orll the ser1ik!11cc

cd*1 iI t‘e:, urlder tlx rtssutnption that the speaker uses (13a) correctly, that he
belicvcs that tllerc is inc ted 3 bull in that specific field.
WC car: t‘o~~nulafe tlcis 3s 3 gewral principle: if, frmn the correct use of a senten-e A it call be irlt’erred tbJt the use of sentence B v.ould be correct, then a sentence
of tile t*cfrIll A U/d --R :s urint‘cYpt:!h!t.
ili s:!m
In
~~i4,
iI makes 1x3 difference
whether WCpresent these ph~r~omena by pointing out the unacceptability of certain
sentences, or by pointing out the validity of certain infizrences. 0f course, dealing
wit? actual IiiIlguagc USCwe arc Illaw likely to observo these inft rences t,han the
corresponc!ing ;tnacceptable scntenccs, but tliPoretlcz!!y there i; Gij difGzrence.

one

It should be not4

that tht, notion of corjectness that we are talbrjlngabout is :!
For the uttxing of a sentence to be correct it is
required that the utterer oi‘the s~tence has certain beliefs about reality, about the
belit:t’s of ot!!er speech participants, etc. It is this notion of subjective correctness
that is essenti4 for the explanation of the pllcnomena we hzve discussed. Besides
this notion, 011c could also fornlulzte, in terms of it, a pirtion of objective correctness, re+iring not only the presence of certain beliefs, but also tlte truth of some
of these beliefs. Of course, various mcdifications are possible. Such ;1otjons are of
interest fof thf: analysis of the successfulness of communication.

notim

01‘ srrbjcctiw

correctness.

:Q) amajuas u@h .mpgwoa sn j;rI.

futz&‘ciz, which assigns to ordered pairs consisting of a formula and a language user
a value which is called the c)pisfenzzi:value ot’ that formula for that language user.
There are three such values, one indicating that the formula in question belongs to
the information of the language user, one indicating that its negation belongs to his
information, and c*ze indicating that neither the formula nor its negation belong to
his information.
Correctness of a formula wi;h respect to a language user can bc associated with
that situation in which the epistemic function assigns a (Designated epistemic value
to this formula and this language user. The first value described above is the natural
candidate for the status of designated value. The epistemic function can be defined
recursively within a set-theoretical framework. That is to say, the epistemic value of
a compound formula with resp~~
--t to a certain language user can be defined in terms
of tile epistemic values of its compounds with respect to that language user. We do
not bother to state the formal definitions here, since the purpose of this paper is tL>
argue for the development of a theory such as this one and to give an idea of its
general set-up, noi: to present it in full detail. (This will be done in Croenendijk and
Stokhof (in preparation).) Associating correctness with a designated value automatically gives the recursive characterization of correctness which is required of an
adequate pragmatic theory.
Evaiuating formulas with respect to one language user suffices for the formulat-on of correctness conditions which concern sincerity. However, as we have
pointed out earlier, there are also correctness conditions which concern the
irlformatlon the speaker has about the information the hearer has. Thele is, for
e,uample, the condition which requires that if an indicative sentence is to be correct
it has, according to the speaker, to contain information which is new to the hearer.
This means that wp must be able to talk about the epistemic value which accoiding
to an individual x ; formula has for another individual y. It should be noted that
this valur: is not ne bessarily the same as the epistemic value of the formula in question for the individual y. For c~.e ;CVIhave incomple :e or false information about
the information sometiz. else has. 1Ieither needs th,s value to be related to the
epistemic value of the formula in question for the individual x.
EpEstemic valuation with respect to more than one individual not only plays a
role in the formulation of this kind of correctness conditions, it is also needed for
112~fo!*rnulation of the sincerity-type correctness cortl.litions of those sentences in
which explicit reference is made to the information of one or more individuals.
Examp’ies of such serltences are sentences containin epistemic expressions such as
know that and believe that. A sentence of the form JO/N /OWUS that p, for
example, is correct, as far as sincerity is concerned, if according to tha inl’ormation
of the :ipeaker p belongs to the information of John. So, in these cases toa, we must
be able to refer to the epistemic value of a formula with respect to more than one
individual. It will be clear that this is not limited to “shecase of two individuals. In
order to adequately handle sentence (28):

(28‘) John knows that Fred knows that Mary is leaving tomorrcw
we must be abie to refer to the ~~~st~rn~~value which, according to the speaker the
t~~~rro~~ 1,~sfor Fred act
to .iohn. And since there
bou~ld on the number of it
epistemic operators that
may odder in a s~!nt~n~~~thi:: implies that for any arbitrary number of individuals q
we blast be able to refer to the e~ist~I~i~ value of a formula with respect to such an
i~~d~vidu~~ls~
So, thr: ~p~st~n~i~function should be generahzed to a fun:~pist~~~~~~
value to an ordered pair consisting of a formula and
an arbitrary but finite number of individuals. It showld be
r caf epis tt”mi: values increases as the number of indivir,!uals,
h a certain form la is evaluated, increases. With respect to one
it~div~dua~there are three ~pist~!i~~i~
values, with respect to two individua!s there are
seven e~~iste~~~i~
violates,exhausting all possible situations. To give one example of
what kind of situ=a
if\t%C
~L,,_,,IJ
the values indicate: in case *weare dealing ~4th t!qo lindividuals, x and y, and a proposition p, then one of the values represents the situation in
which the individual x 1~3sthe information that the individual y either has the
information that p is the :ase, or neither has the information that p is the case nor
rl e inf~rnl~tion that -p is the case.
Another feature of the pragmatic theory to which we want to draw attention, is
the principle. already mentioned in section 1, which statfzs tliat one has optimal
informatio:l about one’s own conscious mental states. Consider the following
fo rmu las : -p atzd l3~ and --tp arad &p. The first formula rel,.xesents an unaccepttible sentence, since it is structurally incorrec !. The second formula, however, rcpresen:s a possibly correct sentence. The correctness conditions of the second formula
require that - p belo
to the information of s artd ELGp belongs to the rnformaton s has about the i nxlation of x. These are in rwipie compatible condition:
The correctness conditions of the sxond formula require analogously that -p
belongs to the information of s and that p belongs to the information o’s about the
information of s. This last requirement is incompatible with the first one under the
assumption that something belongs to the information of an individual about his
own inforl~l~ti~~~if and only if it belongs to his information. Assuming the ‘:lptimal
information principie’, we can equate the epistemic value which according to an
in$ividuai x has a formula for x with the epist ;mic value which that formula has for
x. Note that in our discussion of the unacceptability of sentence (7) we have used
the optimal information principle implicitly.
Implications df our optimal information principle, 01 something like it, are
sometimes challenged. 6 However, the ar uments which xe adduced do not concern
us, for the following reason. Even if it were the case - which in our opinion is very
implausible -- that it is sometimes possib!e for someone to kaow something without
d See some of the

argurirenI%diwmsed in Eehrer 1994: ch. 3.

knowing that he knows it, then still this could be no argument against upholding
the optimal information principle within the framework of the present theory. For
the theory is designed to explain, by the use of (among other things) this principle,
certain phenomena concerning the meaning of sentences. The fact that a sentence
such as (7) is judged to be unacceptable by every competent language user shows
that the correctness conditions of language proceed on the basis of this principle.
Ctearly, the rules r,f language are such that it is required that language users fulfill
the optimal information primzple. And seen in the light of the main function of
language use, communication, this is a very reasonable requirement indeed. For if it
were not met, it would hardly be possible to communicate anything about one’s
beliefs, knowle&e. and other conscious mental states. The situatitin is, in fact,
quite similar to the si&ation we encountered earlier with respect to semantics In
I;el‘tictn i we lye pointed out that, although semantics deals with the relation
between language zld r$:ality, semantic analysis does not reveal reality as it is. Likewise ) ~!$f;o’~& piag~~~~i~s is a theory ahout the reiation between ianguage and
isnguage use, pragmatic analysis wl:! not reveal language users as they actually are.
What it wit1 reveal is what language users should be according to the rules of
kinguage.
Another feature of the pragmatic theory is that it distinguishes between degrees
of reliability. Not every piece of information a language user has will, according to
him, have thz same degree of reliability. Of some he may be totally convinced,
about others he may not feel so strorlgly, while still accepting them a5 positive
Information. This distinction is necessitated by the distinction in correctness conZitions betweela sentences containing the expression krrcw tharpand sentences containing believe that. If one does not distinguish between different degrees of reliability. then OIE has to say that a sentence of the form I know thatp is correct if
the speaker has the information that p is the case, and that a sentence of the form
I believe that p is correct if s neither nas the information that p is the case nor the
information that -p is :he case. This is not a very plausible condition and besiazs it
would make the wrong prediction that a sentetlce of the form d Irelr’evethat p arzdI
believe that --p i:ould be c<jrrectly used. To aMd this, one must bc able to di:stinguish more than just the following three situations’ an individual x has the information that p is the case; x has the information that ---p is the C;ISC;x neither 1~s the
information that p is the case nor has the irl~formation that -p is the case. This can
be done quite rratura!lj by clistinguishing information with different degrees of
reliability. sigdin limiting oursc:lves to sincerity-type conditions, it is sufficient kx
the correctness of ;I szl;tence cqf the fom I believe that p that the speaker has with
some, though not maximal de,;ree of reliabi’ity the information th;i p is the case.
But for the correctness of a q;rr,lence of thz form I SHOWtt~ut p the informatiun
that p is the case should be of maximal reliability.
To distinguish betwc.ten the correctness conditions of sentences containing know
that, and similar ones containing believe that it suffices to have two degrees of

reliability. But since it may be the case that sometimes more distinctions are
expressed in Ian
e, and because we want to formulate the pragmatic theory i \ as
general a way as possible, we state the definitions for an arbitrary number J<
degrees of reliability. One of the c~ns~qu~r~ces of the introduction of degrees of
reliability is that the number of epistemic values assigned by the epistemic function
increases again, and that the situations which they represent become more complex.
For example, we will need an epistemic value to represent the folloiving complex
epistemic state: x has with maximal reliability the informatio!l that it is the case
that y has either with maximal reliability or with some, thou& not maxima!, re!iability the ir~for!l~ation that p is the case , and x has with some, though not maximal, reli~lbility the in~l~r;~~~tior~
that it is the case that y has wit4 maximal reliability the ii~t.~~rn~atioI~
tl:at p is the case. In such a situation it wouid be correct for
x to utter 3 sentence of t’le form I Ci~otvthat _vbelieves tht p and i believe that he
k~tows that p.

The last, and one of the most interesting, features of the pragmatic thecry that
we want to discuss in this paper is the treatment of disjunct on, implication and
modal expressions. As we already have rentsrked, the epistemic value, and consequently the correctness value, of’ a disjunction cannot be worked out simply in
terms of the epistemic values of the disjuncts. To put it differently, disjunction is
non-extensional as far as correctness is concerned. If we want to knl~w whether or
not a speaker has correctly used a disjunction of the form p V 4, then it wiii in
general not be sufficient to consider just the information he has about the truth
values of p and q in the actual world. Informally stated, a disjunction can be cclrrect
if the speaker is convinced neither of P nor of q, but, on the basis of his information, is convinced that either p or q rnlst be the case. Within the pragmatic th:dry,
this is accounted for as follows. A d sjunction of the i~rm p V 4 is correct vith
respect to the actual world if and only if it holds t‘eta every possible world with
respect to which the speaker has at east the sllrne information he has with respect
to the actua! world (but possibly more or stronger information) that for every
such world, either the speaker has with respect to that world the information
that p is the case, or the speaker has with respec*tto that world the information that
q is the case. So, the epistemis value of a d%jlcrlction of the form p V q is, iI1 the
actual wokid, determined by the qAstemic values of 11and q in all those possible
worlds about which the speaker has at least the same information that he has about
fu,m.ztion now becomes a function with three arguthe actual world, The epis~~l~~i~~
merits. It assigns an epislemic vah~ to a formula with respect to dn n-tuplc Of of
ind&duals and a possible world.
C‘:her exSJressions such as thr: modal expressions may und must can be handed
analogously. A sentence of the form ~~~~~ p is correct with respect to a world w
and a speaker s if and only if there is a possible world w’ with respect to which s has
the same information of maximal rleliability that he has about w and with respect to
which s has Jle information that p is the case. The information s has with less than

maximal reliability may te chq;ed.
the fact that a sentence such 2s:

That this is as it should be can be illustrated by

(29) I believe that Mary is leaving tomorrow, but maybe she isn’t
can be used correctly. This would be exc!udelP i’ for the epistemic value of rn~~&?p
we had to look for a world about which ,sha6 the anformation that p is the case and
also the same information that he has about the actual world with less than maximal reliability.

5. Final remarks
We would like to mxlude by making two short remarks. If the rtaader is familiar
with Hintikka’s work in epistemic logic (see e.g. Hintikka 19U) he might wonder
what the difference is between his notion of ~ASGYPE~C
~,Ec!~%w&~!‘!:‘~@
and our
notion of s~~ctu~ul imorrectrcss. As far as the explanation of some phenomena is
concerned, the two notions do indee.! more or less coincide. However, at several important points the notion of structural incorrectness has more explanatory power.
First of all, correctness conditions which concern the information of language users
about the information of other language users, or rather the unacceptabilities to
which a violation of these conditions gives rise, are outside the scope of Hintikka‘s
notion of indefensibility. LSecond, Hintikka’s notion cannot be used to explain the
unacceptability of sentence! such as:
(30) *John tells me that rt .ISraining in C;hicago no Y, but as far as John tells me it
may not be raining there now
in V~?IIC~‘I
no knowledge, or belief, is mentioned, neitler of the speaker nor of John.
Other unacceptable sentences which cannot be explained by means of Hintikka’s
notion are sentences such as:
(3 1) *I know that :~ou are not able w do SO,but 1 order you to open that window
The reason for all this is quite general: t menotion uf epistemic indefensibility can
only be used to explain unacceptabilities which result frotn the violation of correct ness conditions wh.ich are mirrored in t uth conditions, so to speak. Correctness
conditions of explicit performa:ives are, In general, not so mirrored in truth conditions. For example, believing that someone is able to do X is a correctness condition, and not a truth condition, for ordering him to do X. This also explains why an
analys,is such as M;,ntikka’s cannot be applied to expressions which do not contribute anything at al! to the truth conditions of Ihe sntences in which they occur,
such as the expression even. Neither can it be applied to explain the difference in

betwe~r~ two expressions which make the same contribution to truth conbut which make a differ~~~t contribution to correctness conditions, such as
the ~~n~~e~t~v~s~~~~and but.
d ~~~~~~~,
the correctness conditions of dhsjunrr the ~~~~~~e~t~b~~t~~s
ta which a viojiuiiotz sf them gives rise, cannot
be ~xp~ain~diin t ms of’ ~intikk~‘s notion sf epistentic indefensibility.
The last l~e~~~rkwe Mould like to make concerns the relation between semantics
ma tics. So far. we have used the terms ‘semantics and ‘pragmatics’ as if
o ~~~~~p~etely
distinct parts of the theory of meaning. In fact, there
are some i~.~teresti~~glnterrelations~ he information of la lage users not only
a role in the pr4 matics, but also in the semantics of ist emit expressions,
Pl
m
~~~~e~~~n~ii,jk
and Stokhof 1975). counterfactual conditionals (W ~~~~t~~~~u
1-G%), among others. In fkt, the prc’positional part of
s~~~~~~~~~~~,
i t. the semantics of pr~~pos~?io~alconnectives and propositional opcrators, c’m he dcfinled in terms of the same episteinic: system as the pragmatics. This
^._---_I- rB_,.
I__.-l-----_-L
su~gesls
llldl .C.__rL__
~uriner ctevewpmenr
of ihe pragriiaiic
pari of ik iiifz?t~ry I!f mcxiii~
might, initially at le:.lst, follow tile lead of semantics. Further study is directed
towards the anal:fsis u.>fthe contribution which expressions below the propositional
level make to the ccrrectness conditions of rhe sentences in which they occur. It
might turn out, for Izxample. that certain aspects of the meaning of definite :md
indefinite terms which so far have resisted a satisfactory semantic analysis, in fact
belong to the realm of pragm.ltics. Besides this line df further develi)pment, there is
another one, leading away from the analysis of the meaning of spe :ific expressions
to a further analysis and characterization of conversations. The notions and principles develltjped in pragmatics seem to offer cl promising stal ting point for ;fn analysis of’ the way in which conversations run. the conditions under which they are
succsst’ul, given 3 certain goal, etc.
I$(1said has remained more or
We are aware of the fact that much of w!l;:t we 11~.
less informtll and programmatic. However, a more elaborated statenlent would have
required a rather detailed exposition of the definitions and principles involved. And
that would have been beyond the scope of‘ this paper, w!lich was to give some arguments for the incorporation of a pragmatic tlleory into a theory of meaning. Our
ideas about the form and content of such a theory, which could only be hinted at
in thi:; paper, will be presented in detail iI1 Groenentlijk and Stokhof (in preparation).
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